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hydrocarbon having been investigated by Mason and 
Wheeler, whose results were published in the Septem
ber issue of the same journal. The results show that 
in the absence of specific carriers chlorine enters the 
side chain, and also, with the same conditions of short 
periods of heating, the kinetic formulm developed by 
Martin and Fuchs in 1931 apply to toluene considered 
as a substituted methane. In the case of benzene, 
the main object was to investigate, with particular 
reference to the formation of monochlorobenzene, the 
extent to which substitution occurs at high tempera
tures, in the absence of specific chlorine carriers. It 
is shown that direct chlorination to chlorobenzenes 
takes place in the vapour phase above 400°, mono- and 
di-chlorobenzenes being the chief products. The rate 
of reaction is not so great as in the case of toluene. 
The results, in the case mentioned, are in good agree
ment with the kinetic formula for a two-stage reaction. 
The rate of reaction is increased by addition of iodine, 
a chlorine carrier, and other liquid-phase catalysts. 
With ferric chloride the proportion of dichlorobenzene 
formed is increased and a little trichlorobenzene is also 
formed. 

Bushings for Outdoor Transformers.-The increasing 
use of outdoor substations for the transmission of 
electrical power has made it necessary to adapt trans
formers for use in unprotected positions out-of-doors. 
The transformers are usually connected to overhead 
transmission lines, the junction between transformer 

winding and overhead line being at the terminals, 
where the winding is brought out from the oil tank 
surrounding the transformer. These terminals are 
called outdoor bushings, and on their design a great 
amount of scientific and mathematical research has 
been expended. In a paper read to the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers on Dec. 3, Mr. W. J. John gave a 
careful resume of the work that has been done pre
viously and deduced some useful conclusions. The 
main requirements of a bushing are that it must 
withstand all the electric stresses due to its connexion 
with the overhead system, insulate the conductors 
when rain is falling on the transformer, and be 
absolutely water-tight so that moisture cannot get 
into the insulating oil. Before the engineer accepts 
bushings, they have to pass certain standard tests; 
but the severity of these tests should not be unduly 
high. They have to be tested under artificial rain 
conditions, the water used having a standard resis
tivity usually of 10,000 ohms per em. cube. The 
shape of the bushings is of importance, so that the 
electric stresses which govern flash-over and puncture 
may be computed. It is of special importance to pre
vent the brush discharges, usually called the corona. 
Mr. John gave laws for corona and puncture-voltage, 
and also for the permissible voltage gradients. He 
showed that for any given flash-over distance under 
wet conditions, the corresponding dry flash-over dis
tance can be fixed within narrow limits; experiment 
shows that the law connecting the two is linear. 

Astronomical Topics. 
Astronomical Phenomena for February.-Venus is 

becoming increasingly conspicuous as an evening 
star ; the planet is drawing away from the sun, and 
going farther to the north of it ; its stellar magnitude 
is - 3 ·5, three-quarters of the disc being illuminated. 
Venus will be near the moon on the evening of Feb. 9, 
and about a degree north-west of Uranus on the 
evening of Feb. 26. 

Jupiter is in opposition on Feb. 7; satellite II. will 
be in transit from 1.15 to 4.7 A.M. on this day, and 
will partially cover its own shadow ; reference should 
be made to the British Astronomical Association 
Handbook for mutual eclipses and occultations of the 
satellites ; the seasons for these only occur once in 
six years, so opportunities should not be missed. 

Neptune is in opposition on Feb. 26; it is then 1±0 

east of the fourth magnitude star p Leonis, which will 
make the planet easy to pick up in small telescopes. 

Occultations of stars by the moon occur at 9.11 P.M. 
on Feb. ll, at 7.35 P.M. on Feb. 16, and at 6.19 P.M. 
on Feb. 18; the stars are rather faint. February is 
a good month to look for the zodiacal light, since 
the ecliptic then makes its greatest slope to the 
horizon in the evening sky. This applies only to 
those who are far from the glare of artificial lights. 
The most convenient minima of Algol occur at 11 P.M. 
on Feb. 16 and at 8 P.M. on Feb. 19. 

The well-known variable star Mira Ceti is due to 
reach its maximum early in April ; but it will then 
be too near the sun for observation. It should, how
ever, be visible to the naked eye after the middle of 
February, and it is of interest to follow the increase 
of its light, which is fairly rapid. Its position rela
tively to a and y Ceti and to a Piscium should be 
learnt from a map. A binocular is a help. 

A New Faint Comet, 1931 e.-This comet was found 
by Herr K. Reinmuth on Dec. 31 in the course of the 
regular work on minor planets that is carried on at 
Konigstuhl, Heidelberg. It was of magnitude 15; 
its motion did not differ greatly from that of a minor 
planet, but both he and Dr. M. Wolf decided that it 
was a comet after inspecting its images on four dif-
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ferent plates ; its aspect was decidedly nebulous, its 
diameter being estimated as 36". The following posi
tions are from Rechen-Instituts Circulars 530 and 533; 
they are referred to the equinox of 1925: 
Dec. 31 19h 29·9m U.T. R.A. 3h 49-6m N. Decl. 37° 26' 
Jan. 10 18 58·4 3 45-1 37 22 

12 21 41·0 3 44-7 37 21 
No orbit is yet to hand, but the above figures sug

gest that the comet was stationary in R.A. about 
Jan. 16, in which case it would be near the discovery 
position at the end of January. 

The comet was within a few degrees of 1931 d 
(Neujmin 1), but identity is not possible, the orbit of 
Neujmin being well known; moreover, it had sunk 
to magnitude 17 in December, and showed no sign of 
nebulosity at this apparition. 

Nova Pictoris.-A series of observations has been 
published (Mon. Not. Roy. Ast. Soc., Nov.) of the 
components of this star made with the 
refractor at the Union Observatory, Johannesburg, 
by W. H. van den Bos and W. S. Finsen; they also 
include some made at Lembang, Java, by Dr. J. 
Voute. An interesting point is the outward move
ment of the components B, 0 from the principal 
star A. The measured distances early in 1928, 
1929, 1930, and 1931 were for B: 0·35", 0·55", 
0·84" and 0·95"; for 0 they were 0·38", 0·60", 0·80", 
and 0·98". The faint component D remained nearly 
constant at 0·27"; it was not visible in 1931. The 
nebulous and unsymmetrical character of the central 
nucleus A added to the difficulty of the measures ; 
B and 0 faded more rapidly than A ; in 1929 they 
were fainter thanA by 1·6 and 2·1 mag., in 1931 by 
2·6 and 3·6 mag. The paper compares Nova Pictoris 
with Eta Argus ; it is recalled that Dr. Innes de
tected two near companions of Eta Argus in 1914 
and 1915; also the disc of the principal star appears 
nebulous in the The light-curve of Eta 
Argus resembles that of a nova, differing only in the 
slowness of the changes ; Nova Pictoris has also been 
slower than the average nova, but much more rapid 
than Eta Argus. 
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